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Abstra t |
We show that the Gaussian multiplea ess hannel (MAC) and broad ast hannel (BC)
are duals. The dual hannels we onsider have the
same hannel gains and the same noise power at all
re eivers. We nd an expression for the apa ity region of the BC in terms of the apa ity region of the
dual MAC, and vi e versa. Duality applies to many
di erent hannel models and apa ity de nitions.
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Figure 1: System Model
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II. Results

We rst relate the apa ity regions of the dual BC and MAC:
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In fa t, we an show a stronger result that hara terizes
the BC in terms of the dual MAC:
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We onsider two di erent multi-user hannels as shown in
Fig. 1: an M -user broad ast hannel (downlink), where a
single transmitter sends independent information to M different re eivers, and an M -user multiple-a ess hannel (uplink), where M independent transmitters send information
to a single re eiver. The re eived signal at user j in the
BC is yj = hj X + nj and the re eived signal in the MAC
2
is y = M
j =1 hj Xj + n, where nj  N (0;  ) for all j and
2
n  N (0;  ) and all quantities are s alars (the ve tor ase
is analyzed in [2℄). Noti e that the hannel gains on the uplink and downlink are the same and that the noise power at
every re eiver is 2 . We all this BC the dual of the MAC,
and vi e versa. We use CBC (P ; h) and CMAC (P ; h) to refer to
the apa ity region of the BC (power onstraint P ) and MAC
(ve tor power onstraint P ) for hannel h = (h1 ; : : : ; hM ).
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Figure 2: Duality of the MAC and BC

in the MAC in whi h the gain of transmitter j is multiplied
by some onstant p j and power onstraint Pj is divided
by j . Channel s aling does
not a e t MAC apa ity (i.e.
P ; p h)), but the apa ity region of
CMAC (P ; h) = CMAC (
the dual BC is di erent for di erent values of .
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Theorem 1 The apa ity region of a Gaussian BC with In Fig. 2(b) we see a number of s aled BC apa ity regions
P is equal to the union of apa ityPregions of the dual whose interse tion is equal to the dual MAC apa ity region.
M Pj = P :
MAC with power (P1 ; : : : ; PM ) su h that
j =1
Duality holds for fading hannels as well [1℄. For at-fading
[
hannels duality holds for a number of di erent apa ity de CBC (P ; h) =
CMAC (P ; h):
(1) nitions: ergodi apa ity, outage apa ity, and minimum rate
power

P : 1P =P g
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Proofs of all results are given in [1℄. Theorem 1 indi ates that
the dual BC and MAC are equivalent when the MAC is given a
sum power onstraint instead of individual power onstraints.
Additionally, we nd that points on the boundary of the BC
region are a hievable in the dual MAC using su essive de oding with the strongest (i.e. largest hannel gain) user de oded
rst, the opposite of the optimal de oding order used in the
BC. Theorem 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2(a), where we see a number of MAC regions, ea h of whi h tou hes the boundary of
the dual BC apa ity region at exa tly one point.
In order to hara terize the apa ity region of the MAC in
terms of the dual BC, we use the on ept of hannel s aling

apa ity. In addition, a duality has been shown to exist between the apa ity region of the MIMO MAC and an a hievable region of the MIMO BC [2℄. Using duality, results known
for only one of the two hannels an often be extended to the
dual hannel as well.
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